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GMAT 800 offers high-achieving students the toughest practice questions, hardest concepts,
and strongest strategies to help them prepare for the GMAT. The guide includes:* NEW! Online
companion with intensive math concepts review and practice drills!* Hundreds of the toughest
practice questions with strategic explantions* Tips for getting the questions right on test day*
Focused guidelines for tackling each question type* Proven strategies for getting a perfect
score* Special step-by-step methods for special question types

From the Back CoverNEW! Create your own practice sets onlineNEW! Exclusive online videos
with study tips and test-taking strategies300 Problem Solving and Data Sufficiency questions
and answer explanationsTHE OFFICIAL GUIDE FOR GMAT® QUANTITATIVE REVIEW
2015The preeminent source of quantitative practice questions, The Official Guide for GMAT®
Quantitative Review 2015 helps you target your study, customize your practice sessions and
further hone your math and reasoning skills.Here’s what you’ll find inside:Online question bank
with customizable practice sets and answer explanations300 Quantitative questions with
answers and detailed explanationsTopics like Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, and Word
ProblemsQuestions organized in order of difficulty to focus your studyVisit mba.com, the official
site of the GMAT, to join the community and enjoy these benefits:Register for the GMAT
examSign up for GMASS® Search Service to be contacted by schoolsUse School Finder to
seek the best graduate business program for youTo use the question bank and Integrated
Reasoning companion websites, you must have the latest version of one of the following
browsers: Firefox 20+, Chrome 20+, Internet Explorer IE10+, Mac Safari 6.0+. Supported OS:
Mac, Windows 7+.
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RLF, “Good for final review. I used this book the day before I took the GMAT just to gain some
extra insight on the areas that I had the most errors on the practice tests. I was scoring about
600 - 650 on the practice tests but got a 710 on the actual exam. I found the explanations to be
more helpful in this book than the official GMAT book and I believe that if I had spent more with
this book I would have scored higher on the exam.”

A.Stern, “Extra tough workout, very helpful. I first read the book Kaplan GMAT Premier Program,
performing the exercises included. As a result, my practice scores increased to an average of
about 85% correct, but I simply could not get them any higher. However, the GMAT 800 book
allowed me to ace those extra-hard questions I simply could not figure out before. The majority
of the questions really do seem like a breeze now.”

Sue, “Good book. Worth the investment.. I used this book as a supplement to the official GMAT
books, Kaplan course, and mba.com online tests. It gave me the extra practice I needed to
master the tougher questions.+ Comprehensive. Covers each topic with a few questions/
explanations on each topic.+ Organized by topic so you can skip to / focus on your primary
areas of weakness+ Because of the way it was structured, I didn't need to sift through a lot of
information to get to the questions that I was looking for.+ Excellent supplement to get extra
practice on tough questions- A few questions were repeats of the tougher questions in the online
Kaplan GMAT course. But most of the questions were new to me after taking the Kaplan course.”

Erich K. Squire, “Got me a 760.. I didn't want some text that would be a waste of time. Instead, I
wanted something that would prepare me for the format of the exam while, at the same time,
helping me with any finer points on the specific stragety for the exam.The text was a great
choice because it only shows the most difficult problems, and then explains how they arrived at
the "correct" answer. Naturally, I found some to be easy and others quite challenging. In the end,
it made the GMAT very easy to take, and appears to have gotten me a good score (just took it
this AM).I would recommend to anyone who considers themself a smart person.”

Todd Hagopian, “Good for small tips and tricks.... This is definitely worth the money before you
take the test! You will learn a lot of small tips and tricks, and the verbal section will help you
(more than the math section). Make sure you read the essay and verbal section carefully and
get everything you can out of it. While this book is not perfect, you should probably invest the
money before you take the test.Good Luck!”

Billio, “Five Stars. Gets you to a good level but one should also use Manhattan books as they are
the best”
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